
When it comes to maintaining optimal indoor air quality and protecting your home or building from the  
detrimental effects of excess humidity, the equipment you choose makes all the difference. Santa Fe  
Dehumidifiers has always been at the forefront of innovation, and our latest advancement takes this  
commitment to the next level: professional-grade corrosion-resistant dual-coated coils.

Santa Fe Dehumidifiers Feature Professional-Grade 
Corrosion-Resistant Dual-Coated Coils

What Are Dual-Coated Coils?
Our dual-coated coils are designed with a two-layer protective coating that offers superior resistance to  
corrosion. This technology is particularly important in corrosive environments, where traditional coils can  
degrade rapidly. The inner layer provides a robust barrier on condensing surfaces against harsh environmental 
aggressors, while the outer layer protects all parts of the coil ensuring longevity and sustained performance. 
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Why Corrosion Resistance Matters

1. Extended Lifespan of Equipment
Corrosion is one of the primary factors that can reduce the lifespan of dehumidifiers. By integrating 
dual-coated coils, Santa Fe Dehumidifiers are engineered to last longer, providing a more durable 
solution that withstands the test of time. This not only ensures that the dehumidifier continues to 
operate at peak efficiency but also represents a more cost-effective investment over the long term.

2. Improved Performance
Corrosion can significantly impact the efficiency of a dehumidifier, reducing its ability to remove 
moisture from the air. Our dual-coated coils maintain their structural integrity and performance  
capabilities even in harsh conditions, ensuring that the dehumidifier operates efficiently and  
effectively. This means better moisture control and a healthier indoor environment for years to come.

3. Cost Savings
A longer-lasting dehumidifier means fewer replacements and lower maintenance costs. It  
translates to fewer callbacks and warranty claims, leading to higher customer satisfaction and  
repeat business. The durability of Santa Fe Dehumidifiers with dual-coated coils provides peace  
of mind and protects both the home and the wallet.
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Benefits for Homeowners
You deserve a solution that not only protects your property but also enhances your living environment. 
Santa Fe Dehumidifiers offer:

+  Superior Air Quality: Efficient moisture removal helps prevent mold and mildew growth, ensuring a  
healthier living space.

+  Investment Protection: Prolong the lifespan of your dehumidifier and reduce the frequency of costly 
replacements.

+  Energy Efficiency: Maintain high performance with reduced energy consumption, lowering utility bills.

The most direct benefit of Santa Fe’s 6-Year Peace  
of Mind Warranty is the confidence it instills. Knowing 
that your dehumidifier is covered for a full six years 
against defects and efficiency issues can significantly 
ease the worry of home maintenance. This warranty 
isn’t just about fixing problems; it’s about preventing 
them from disrupting your life.

+  The first five years cover any malfunction, offering  
a full replacement if your dehumidifier doesn’t  
perform as expected. 

+  The sixth year extends to cover parts, ensuring  
that if issues arise, the core components can be  
replaced, keeping your system running smoothly.

Santa Fe Peace of Mind 6-Year Warranty
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